Wednesday, Feb. 12, 2003 8:00 pm

Wednesday, March 19, 2003 8:00 pm

Miller’s Crossing

Wednesday, Jan. 29, 2003
8:00 pm

Hair

In what is widely considered to be even
better than the Broadway stage musical,
this film version of “Hair,” directed by Milos Forman, gives a boost to what was, on
the stage, a nonexistent plotline and highlights the already-fabulous score with
this epic musical. Filmed on location in and
around New York City, the movie focuses on
Claude (John Savage), a farm boy turned
draftee from Oklahoma who is on his way
to Vietnam. In New York, he is adopted by a
group of flower children who take him on
a series of counter-cultural adventures
that introduce Claude to hallucinogens
and a flaky but lovable debutante named
Sheila (Beverly D’Angelo). Along with these
experiences comes an introduction to issues of race, gender, politics and war. The
performances - both the acting and the
singing - are extraordinary, and choreographer Twyla Tharp stages some of the
most inventive and exquisite dance sequences ever seen, including a “horse ballet” by
mounted police in Central Park and an LSD
trip fantasy sequence. The sheer visual energy in “Hair” - and the energy of its stars
- propels this unique and nostalgic film
forward every minute and gives new insight
into the Vietnam War era.

Sleeper

Wednesday, March 5, 2003 8:00

An Irish gangster and his trusted lieutenant and counselor find their domination of
the town threatened by an ambitious Italian underboss. Just as this threat erupts,
the two sever their friendship when they realize that they love the same woman.
When one joins ranks with the enemy, a bloody gang war erupts. This is a violent and
compelling work from the Coen brothers.

After being preserved in tightly wrapped aluminum foil for 200 years, a 20thcentury man (Woody Allen) wakes up to a future in which science has proven
that deep-fried foods and cigarettes are healthy, Orgasmatron booths have
replaced actual sexual encounters, and a reclusive dictator with a white
dog controls everything. Futuristic hilarity ensues. Full of slapstick humor,
this parody of dystopian futuristic films (“1984,” “Brave New World”) is worth
seeing – even if you aren’t usually a Woody Allen fan.

Skins

Rudy Yellow Lodge (Eric Schweig) is an investigator with the police department, and he grew up on Pine Ridge Indian Reservation,
where he witnessed firsthand the painful legacy of Indian existence. Although rampant unemployment, alcoholism and domestic
violence are the norm for many reservation inhabitants, Rudy
has largely escaped this cycle of despair. But his brother Mogie
(Graham Greene) has not. Faced with the discovery of a bloodied
body, a flaming liquor store just off native land that sells alcohol to the native population, and his brother’s ongoing self-destruction, Rudy goes on a quest to avenge himself, his family, and
his culture - and to seek justice.

WRENCH AUDITORIUM,
MEMORIAL UNION: FREE

Friday, Feb. 14, 2003 7:00 & 9:30 pm;
Saturday, Feb 15, 2003 7:00, 9:30 pm &12:00 Am

WRENCH AUDITORIUM,
MEMORIAL UNION: FREE

WRENCH AUDITORIUM,
MEMORIAL UNION: FREE

Road to Perdition
In Depression-era Chicago, hit man Michael O’Sullivan (Tom Hanks) is known to friends
and enemies alike as the “Angel of Death.” Uncompromising in his work, O’Sullivan is
just as devoted to his private life as an upstanding husband and father of two young
boys. But when those worlds collide, taking the lives of his wife and younger son,
O’Sullivan and his surviving son leave their sedate home life behind and embark on a
startling journey of revenge.

WRENCH AUDITORIUM,
MEMORIAL UNION: $1
tv guy has Planned the perfect
revenge for Captain Film Buff.
He’ll subject Melissa to hours of
Commercial TV.

WRENCH AUDITORIUM,
MEMORIAL UNION: FREE

Wednesday, April 9, 2003 8:00 pm

Some Like It Hot

Wednesday, April 2, 2003 8:00 pm

Big Trouble in Little China

Thursday, March 6, 2003 8:00 pm

Smoke Signals

A cult favorite (and one of director John Carpenter’s personal favorites), “Big
Trouble in Little China” is a fantasy-action film that is brilliantly imaginative, funny
and absorbing. Kurt Russell plays hard-boiled truck driver Jack Burton, who gets
caught in a bizarre conflict within, and underneath, San Francisco’s Chinatown. An
ancient Chinese prince and Chinatown crime lord has kidnapped a beautiful greeneyed woman (Kim Cattrall), who is the fiancée of Jack’s best friend. Jack must help
his friend rescue the girl before the evil Lo Pan (James Hong) uses her to break
the ancient curse that keeps him a fleshless and immortal spirit. Carpenter uses
all the best elements of martial arts films, 1940s action serials, Chinese mythology and straightforward American adventure to make up a tale wild with imagination. Kurt Russell is wonderful as the brash, brave and reluctant hero, who is
hysterically out of place in this world of magic potions, goblins and curses. This is
a visually stunning work that ranks as one of Carpenter’s best films.

Based on the short stories of Sherman Alexie, Smoke Signals is a
wry, stylish comedy about two young Native Americans’ Cross-country
trip of self-discovery. The film can be appreciated by fans of films
about identity and culture shock, plus those seeking witty, deadpan
humor and rich characterization.

WRENCH AUDITORIUM,
MEMORIAL UNION: FREE

WRENCH AUDITORIUM,
MEMORIAL UNION: FREE

Wednesday, Feb. 19, 2003 8:00 pm

Jackie Brown

Friday, Jan. 31, 2003 7:00 & 9:30 PM;
Saturday, Feb. 1, 2003 7:00, 9:30 PM & 12:00 am

A Clockwork Orange

Stanley Kubrick’s dystopian masterpiece is set in Britain in the notso-distant future, with urban thugs running wild and new methods of
crime deterrence being explored. Career gang member Alex (Malcolm McDowell) spends his nights engaging in orgies of rape and
murder until his friends betray him, and he is nabbed by the police.
They offer him a commuted sentence if he undergoes a new kind
of surgical therapy, and at first it seems to work, rendering the
once-vicious teen a model citizen. Alex, who once thrived on ultraviolence, is now sickened by it. But once he is released into society,
he realizes that the rest of his friends - and some of his former
victims - don’t share his new revulsion for savagery. We guarantee
you’ll leave this movie - which was banned for years - with a new
vocabulary and a whole different appreciation for the
song “Singin’ in the Rain.”

WRENCH AUDITORIUM, MEMORIAL
UNION: $1

Wednesday, Feb. 5, 2003 8:00 pm

Quentin Tarantino’s Follow-up to “Pulp Fiction” adapts the Elmore Leonard novel “Rum Punch’ and adds the flair and style of his earlier films.
Stewardess Jackie Brown (Pam Grier) supplements her income by smuggling money into America for a gun runner named Ordell Robbie (Samuel
L. Jackson). But when Jackie gets nabbed by the Feds, a cat-and-mouse
caper begins. They want her to help take Ordell down, but she’s too
afraid of him to try. With the help of a sympathetic bail bondman (Robert
Forster), however, she hatches a foolishly daring plan.

WRENCH AUDITORIUM,
MEMORIAL UNION: FREE

Friday and Saturday, Feb. 21 and
22, 2003 7:00 & 9:30 PM

John Q

John Q. Archibald (Denzel Washington) is an ordinary man who works at a factory and takes care of his family. His wife, Denise, and young son, Michael, are
his world. But when Michael falls seriously ill and needs an emergency heart
transplant operation that John Q. can’t afford and his health insurance won’t
cover, he vows to do whatever it will take to keep his son alive. With time and
options running out, a desperate gamble becomes his only hope - he takes the
emergency room hostage. As John Q. barricades himself inside the hospital - along
with his unwitting group of hostages, many of whom are in need of medical care
themselves - he faces off with a veteran police hostage negotiator (Robert Duvall)
and a quick-tempered police chief (James Woods) who wants to bring a swift end to
the standoff.
WRENCH AUDITORIUM, MEMORIAL

UNION: $1

The Mouse That Roared
This movie is an extravagant satire in which the Duchy of Grand Fenwick
declares war on the United States and Peter Sellers adroitly plays
three separate roles. The Duchy of Grand Fenwick decides that the
only way to get out of their economic woes is to declare war on the
United States, lose and accept foreign aid. They send an invasion force
to New York (armed with longbows). The force arrives during a nuclear
drill that has cleared the streets. Wandering about to find someone to
surrender to, they discover a scientist with a special ultimate weapon
that can destroy Earth. When they capture him and his bomb, they are
faced with a new possibility: What do you do when you win a war?

WRENCH AUDITORIUM,
MEMORIAL UNION: FREE

Wednesday, Feb. 26, 2003 8:00 pm

Wet Hot American Summer

The setting is Camp Firewood; the year is 1981. It’s the last day before everyone goes back
to the real world, but there’s still a summer’s worth of unfinished business to resolve. At
the center of the action is camp director Beth (Janeane Garofalo), who struggles to keep
order while she falls in love with the local astrophysics professor (David Hyde Pierce). He
is busy trying to save the camp from a deadly piece of NASA’s Skylab that is hurtling toward
earth. There’s all that, plus: a dangerous waterfall rescue, love triangles, misfits, cool kids
and talking vegetable cans. The questions will all be resolved, of course, at the big talent
show at the end of the day. Featuring much of the original cast, this movie is a must-see for
any fans of MTV’s “The State. “
WRENCH AUDITORIUM, MEMORIAL

UNION: FREE

Friday and Saturday, Feb. 7 and 8, 2003
7:00 & 9:30 pm

Brown Sugar

Sidney (Sanaa Lathan) and Dre (Taye Diggs) can attribute their friendship
and the launch of their careers to one single childhood instant - witnessing the birth of hip-hop on a New York street corner. Now, some 15
years later, she is a revered music critic, and he is a successful, though
unfulfilled, music executive. Both come to realize that their true life passions will only be fulfilled by remembering what they learned on
that street corner.

WRENCH AUDITORIUM,
MEMORIAL UNION: $1

Friday and Saturday, March 7
and 8, 2003 7:00 & 9:30 pm

Minority Report

In the year 2054, a “pre-crime division” is working
around Washington, D.C. Its purpose is to use the
precognitive) potential of three genetically altered
humans to prevent murders. The precogs, who only
work together and float connected in a tank of
fluid, have visions that reveal the names of victims
and the perpetrators, as well as video imagery of
crimes and the exact time they will happen. These
details are given out to special cops who then try
to prevent the crime from happening. John Anderton (Tom Cruise), a detective in the precog division,
is amazed when his own name arrives in the “perpetrator” chute, and the precogs predict that he will
kill a man he never knew in less than 36 hours. John
takes off, his trust in the system diminishing rapidly.
His own colleagues after him, John follows a very
small clue that might hold the key to his innocence
- a “minority report,” a documentation of one of the
rare events in which a precog sees something different than the other two.

Taxi Driver

This sensationalized paranoia movie is one long preparation for a massacre. It creates a
tight, obsessive, suffocating world that excludes normal outlets for relief, rest, connection and gratification. Robert De Niro is superb as a lonely, impotent, insomniac ex-Marine
provoked to orgasmic carnage. This movie - perhaps best known for allegedly provoking
the attempted assassination of President Reagan - is definitely not suitable for the squeamish, the impressionable or the very young.

WRENCH AUDITORIUM,
MEMORIAL UNION: $1

your show
has been
canceled in
the name of
justice, Tv

Wednesday, April 16, 2003 8:00 pm

Amadeus

Guy.

In a lavish 18th-century parlor in Austria, an elderly man is found with his
throat slashed. The wound is self-inflicted, and the man is the little-known
composer Salieri (F. Murray Abraham), a contemporary and adversary of
composer Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (Tom Hulce). Done mostly in flashback,
the movie features Salieri confessing from his cell in an insane asylum that
he killed Mozart and takes a look back at Salieri’s tumultuous relationship
with the brilliant composer. Even those who aren’t fans of classical music
will find it hard to resist this superb feast for the eyes and ears, an Oscar-winning film whose excellence can be felt in every detail.

WRENCH AUDITORIUM,
MEMORIAL UNION: FREE

Bowling for Columbine

With his trademark charm and wit, Michael Moore sets off on a journey
to the heart of the country in hopes of discovering why the American pursuit of happiness is so riddled with violence. From Columbine
High School to the home of National Rifle Association President Charlton Heston, from a young man who makes homemade napalm with “The
Anarchist’s Cookbook” to a 6-year-old girl who is murdered by another 6-year-old, this is an alternately humorous and horrifying look
at firearms abuse, destined to leave audiences questioning both their
own values and the future of our country. Keep your eyes open for
an amusing and accurate animated history of civil rights and America’s
love affair with guns - brought to you by the “South Park” guys.

WRENCH AUDITORIUM, MEMORIAL
UNION: $1

Friday, April 18, 2003, 7:00 & 9:30 pm;
Saturday, April 19, 2003 7:00, 9:30 pm & 12:00 am

My Big Fat Greek Wedding

Everyone in the Portokalos family worries about Toula (Nia Vardalos). Still
unmarried at 30 years old, she works at Dancing Zorba’s, the Greek restaurant owned by her parents, Gus (Michael Constantine) and Maria (Lainie
Kazan), and smells like garlic bread. Vowing that she’d rather stab herself in the eye with a red-hot poker than work in the restaurant for the
rest of her life, Toula is ready for a change. After taking a job at her
aunt’s travel agency, she falls in love with Ian Miller (John Corbett), a high
school teacher who is tall, handsome and definitely not Greek. Toula isn’t
sure which will be more upsetting to her old-fashioned father - that Ian
is a Xeno (foreigner) or that he’s a vegetarian. But none of it matters once
he asks her to marry him. Toula knows that if he can pass muster with her
crazy relatives and get baptized in the Greek Orthodox Church, their big fat
Greek wedding, including one powder blue limousine, two ice sculptures and
10 bridesmaids in turquoise dresses, will be a piece of cake.

Brazil

WRENCH AUDITORIUM,
MEMORIAL UNION: $1

WRENCH AUDITORIUM, MEMORIAL
UNION: FREE

WRENCH AUDITORIUM,
MEMORIAL UNION: $1

8 Mile

Friday and Saturday, April 25
and 26, 2003 7:00 & 9:30

Sam Lowry (Jonathan Pryce) is a harried
technocrat in a needlessly convoluted and inefficient futuristic
society. He dreams of a life where he can fly away from technology and overpowering bureaucracy and spend eternity with
the woman of his dreams. While trying to rectify the wrongful
arrest of Archibald “Harry” Tuttle (Robert De Niro), Lowry meets
the woman he is always chasing in his dreams, Jill Layton (Kim
Greist). Meanwhile, the bureaucracy has fingered him for a rash
of terrorist bombings, and both he and his new love are in
danger.

This classic Monty Python comedy, directed by Pythons Terry Gilliam and Terry Jones, is a hilarious send-up of the grim circumstances of
the Middle Ages as told through the story of King Arthur and framed by
a modern-day murder investigation. When the mythical king of the Britons
leads his knights on a quest for the Holy Grail, they face a wide array
of horrors, including a persistent Black Knight, a three-headed giant, a
cadre of shrubbery-challenged knights, the perilous Castle Anthrax, The
Wizard Tim, a killer rabbit and a handful of rude Frenchmen.

Friday and Saturday, April 11
and 12, 2003 7:00 & 9:30

WRENCH AUDITORIUM, MEMORIAL
UNION: $1

Wednesday, March 12, 2003 8:00 pm

Friday, March 14, 2003 7:00 & 9:30 pm;
Saturday, March 15, 2003 7:00, 9:30 pm & 12:00 am

WRENCH AUDITORIUM,
MEMORIAL UNION: FREE

This drama, set against the 1995 hip-hop scene in Detroit, is about the
boundaries that define our lives and a young man’s struggle to find the
strength and courage to transcend them. The people of Detroit know 8
Mile as the line that separates the slums from the ‘burbs; it is a border, a boundary. It is also a psychological dividing line that separates
Jimmy “Rabbit” Smith Jr. (Eminem) from where he wants to be. “8 Mile” is a
provocative fictional examination of a critical week in Jimmy’s life. Britney
and Mariah might not have fared so well on the big screen, but thanks
largely to director Curtis Anderson (“Wonder Boys,” “L.A. Confidential”)
Eminem successfully transitions from music to movies.

WRENCH AUDITORIUM, MEMORIAL
UNION: $1

Monty Python and the Holy Grail
Friday, Feb. 28, 2003 7:00 & 9:30 pm;
Saturday, March 1, 2003 7:00, 9:30 pm &12:00 am

After witnessing the 1929 St. Valentine’s Day Massacre, two struggling musicians, Joe (Tony Curtis)
and Jerry (Jack Lemmon), are on the run from the
Mob. The only job they can find that will pay their
way out of town is an all-girls band, so they become Josephine and Daphne and hop on the first train.
After a train ride that sets a record for the number
of people in a top berth, they’re in Miami. Soon, their
problems begin to intensify: one falls for another band
member but can’t reveal his love or his gender; one has
a rich suitor who won’t take no for an answer. Things get
even crazier when the Mob shows up in Miami for a convention.

Friday, April 4, 2003 7:00 & 9:30 pm;
Saturday, April 5, 2003 7:00, 9:30 pm & 12:00 am

Monsters, Inc.

From the Academy Award-winning creators of “Toy Story” comes this new computeranimated comedy that opens the door to a world of monsters and mayhem. Monsters,
Inc. is the largest scare factory in the monster world, and their top Kid Scarer is
James P. Sullivan (John Goodman), known to his friends as Sulley. Sulley is a huge,
intimidating monster with blue fur, large purple spots and horns. His Scare Assistant, best friend and roommate is Mike Wazowski (Billy Crystal), an opinionated and
feisty lime-green one-eyed monster. Scaring children isn’t such an easy job, though
-- monsters believe children are toxic and that direct contact with them would be
catastrophic. The film’s eclectic cast of characters also includes the factory’s crablike CEO, Henry J. Waternoose (James Coburn); the beguiling serpent-haired receptionist
Celia (Jennifer Tilly); and the sarcastic chameleon monster, Randall Boggs (Steve Buscemi), who schemes to replace Sulley as Monsters, Inc.’s top Scarer. Making an uninvited
visit from the human world is Boo (Mary Gibbs), a tiny girl who turns the monster world
upside down.
WRENCH AUDITORIUM,

MEMORIAL UNION: $1

Wednesday, April 23, 2003 8:00 pm

Eat Drink Man Woman

Every Sunday, venerable chef Chu (Sihung Lung) prepares an elaborate dinner for his three lovely daughters. Despite Chu’s exotic dishes, the family
barely nibbles at the food. The listless mealtime ritual mirrors the foursome’s general lack of appetite for life: Chu has lost his sense of taste,
and his daughters just want to go on with their separate, lonely lives. But
something new is cooking that is about to spice up everyone’s existence,
and three marriages and a funeral later, the Chu family will learn to
embrace life’s unpredictabilty. The third and final film in director Ang
Lee’s “Father Knows Best” trilogy, “Eat Drink Man Woman” is laugh-outloud funny in its depiction of the foibles of the contemporary Taiwanese
family.
WRENCH AUDITORIUM,

MEMORIAL UNION: FREE

thank you
for saving me,
Captain film BUff!
You really rolled
the credits on
him!

